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ABSTRACT 
The pre•ent study was undertaken to document the incidence or the 
relapee phel\il ena taking place up to two years after campletion or 
active orthodontic theraw. Thie paper was lbd.ted epecitically to the 
poet treatment changes or the mardiblll.ar plane. The study was carried 
out on the records ot thirty-six patients treated in the orthodontic 
clinic at Boston University School of Graduate Dentistry. Original, 
final, aid two year post treatment cephalograma, pano•graphs, and study 
models wre evaluated and ccapaNd tOJ' each patient. Observations ot 
the COllplled data revealed that twlve ot the thirty-six patients •howd 
a decreue 1n the mandibular plane angle during treat.ment, while ten 
patient• ahond an increase. Further analyaie or the results revealed 
that the majority <m> ot the patients vi.th the increased mandibular 
plane angle ahowd a decreaae during the retention period, reverting 
back to or toward pntreataent values, Ot the twlve patients 
experiencing a decrease during treatment, the post treatment results 
wre aore varied, aid no definite trends could be obaeNed. Further 
atudy is needed to detend.ne if an increase in the mandibular plane 
angle during ozathodontic treatment 1• nonphyaiologic and, therefore, 
more euaceptible to rela:pee, 
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IM'tRODUCTIOH 
The ultillate auoce•• of an orthodontically treated occlusion is 
aeaaured not only at the time of a))J)liance ranoval, and at the 
di•oontinuation at retaining de'ri.ce•, but by the longe'ri.ty and stability 
or the denture following orthodontic theraw. "I• not retention the 
final stage in the treataent ot orthodontic caeee and dependent on all 
that has gone before? Appliance• and mechanotheraw have improved 
tNMndou•ly, but the problem or retention ha• ude little progress." 
(1). Although this state•nt was Vl'itten in 1926, it aHllS ironical 
that ita rele,rance applies aore •o today. Modern concepts or bimechanica 
and appliance oonatruction make tho•• or the 1920'• eeea medieval -
yet w still have the orthodontic tailuna. 
While volWN• at litenture have been produced concerning al.moat 
every a•pect or orthodontic tnataent, diagnosis, growth and develo:pnent, 
proportionately little is to be toum on the subject or relal)8e and 
retention. Mention has been ude or factors contributing to relapse, 
ranging fl"Oll overexpanaion or teeth ott the basal bone, to faulty 
n•tontive dentistry and lack ot patient cooperation. (2-10). These 
are but a rev or the atteapta to nconcile the f'ruatnted orthodontist 
and to explain~ auch changes are observed in 11&1\Y poat tNataent 
ca•••· Unfortunately, the incidence of such reiapee phencaena has 
never been documented. 
The present JrOjeot vaa thentore umertalcen as part of a pilot 
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etudy to document the incidence ot the relapee phenoaena observed two 
year• poat active treatment. This paper will be limited to the changes 
in the cant or the mandibular plane, 
Aval"ene•• or such int01 ation and the possible contributing factors 
will hopefully give the orthodontic clinician better inaight ot what to 
upect in teru or stability and l"elapee. 
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CHAPl'ER I 
REVIEW .OF LITERATURE 
It 1• inteJteating to note an early detinition or retention written 
by Chapnan (1) in 19261 "The artificial holding or the teeth in their 
new l)Oaitione and relations (unless the mechanical relations or the 
teeth are sutticient to do so) and th1"0Ugh this, the holding of the bones, 
muscles, and other soft tiaauee in their new tonne, positions, am 
relation• until the final and peNaMnt stage ot absolute retention is 
attained." 
Moat or the early orthodontic literature concerned with retention 
dealt primarily with appliance construction and the mechanical aspects 
ol. the Jtetaining appliances. In 188?, Ed•J"d Angle (2) ccmnted, "A 
retaining appliance should hold the teeth so firmly that then will be 
no movement to disturb or in any way interfere with the new bone 
fol'IB&tion. Absolute rest is essential to the most speedy and satisfactory 
nsults." Historically, the problem or Jtetention was ignored in the 
earlier day• ot orthodontics - most ot the concentration was used in 
developing treataent techniques and in diagnosis. Angle (2) felt it was 
easier to lay down rules tor governing tooth movement than tor the 
retentive phase. Ca••, Havlwy, and Angle()) all contributed much to 
developing early ntention procedure• and appliances, any ot which are 
utilised todq. 
... 
Northcrott (4) in 1922 advised the ideal age for Ol"thodontic 
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treatment•• age 8, and "prenonal" ca••• should be taken ea:rlie:r. He 
could •t&te no definite pe:riocl of retention but euggeated tou:r yea:rs 
to even pel"ll&nent retention. Hawley (.5) felt the length ot mechanical 
retention va• unknown and could not be -asu:red accu:rately. He did 
suggest the :retention period ahwld be at lea•t twice the pe:riod or 
active treataent. He at:rongly objected to the fixed appliance for 
:retention and favo:red the Nllav&ble type, He was one of the ea:rlieat 
to hint at the "aettling in" ot occlusion• after treatment. 
Mention should be made or the rea•on• to:r o:rthodontic failures as 
cited by same early authors. Bake:r (6) in 1939 felt the:re wre three 
main reasons, poor patient cooperation, poo:r diagnosis, and poo:r 
mechanics, Burrill (7) quoted.a "A builder can bliild no better than the 
material with which he has to build," and seemed to blame everyone else 
but the o:rthoclontiat. He regarded :relapse as the nat~al forces 
shitting the teeth to obtain a bette:r functional occlusion - mo:re in 
keeping with the patient's "individual :require•nta." He vaa quick to 
blame poor patient cooperation and poor general dentistry for hi• case 
failures, Waldon (8) similarly noted that faulty contact points fr(Wl 
:restorative dentistry caused the teeth to rotate ard/o:r be deflected. 
In the past several decades (in contrast to earlier periods) 
p:ropo:rtionately fewr orthodontic articles were concerned primarily 
with retention appliances and techniques. Attention was now being 
focused not on the failure of the retention appliances, but on the 
contributing factors causing :relapse after appliances wre NlllOYed. 
-11-
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Lieta or reason• tor failure• and requir .. •nta tor aucce•• 100n 
multiplied to include the following (8-15)1 residual periodontal 
ligament tenaion, lack of functional adaptation ot teeth to new 
location•, inherent growth tendenciee, endocrine dysfunction, general 
•tabolin, dual bite tendency via mandibular repositioning while using 
Cla•• II mechanic•, incorrect arch torm, encroachment upon freeway space 
via molal" extrueion ~n bite opening, lack or muscle balance and failure 
to correct pe!'ioral habits, failure to ooclusally adjuet the 
orthodontically treated occlusion, incorrect diagnosis, lack of nol'lll&l 
cuepal interdigitati,on, incorrect apical inclination, over expansion 
(i.e., teeth moved ott ot basal bone), faulty contact points, excessive 
curve or Spee, tooth size di1cNpancy, presence of erupting 3rd molars, 
inelasticity or tJ"anaeptal fibers, violation or lower intercanine width • 
Most clinical observations with the exception or Spengman (15) and 
Walter (16) indicate that the mandibular intercanine width tend.a to 
return to its original (pretreataent) dimensions, after removal of the 
retaining ap:pl.iances, although the length or time varied up to five 
yeare (9, 10, 17-19). Howe (l?) and Reidel (9) advocate the only 
aucceaatul •an• of expanding the intercanine width is to distalize the 
cuepid back into the wider pal"t ot the arch after extracting the first 
. 
premolar. The inability to maintain lower cuspids in an expanded 
position 1• not a recent discovery. Lund.strum am McCauley (9) reported 
on it in the 1920's. 
The question regarding the role ot Jrd molara as the causative 
-12-
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apnt in lover incis·or crOllding NMina unanswered at present. Glickman 
(20), aaong others, feels there are natural mesial force vectors present 
on dentitions in both arches as a result of the cuspal anatomy, axial 
inclination, and path or closure regardless of Jrd molars. Salzmann (21) 
feels Jrd molar el"Uption :per se is not a factor in mandibular incisor 
crowding. The only exception he notes is when teeth are inclined 
distally via orthodontic procedures. The developing Jrd molars can 
interf'ere with the distal positioning ot the 2nd molan, and subsequent 
el"Uption ot the Jrd molan will induce mesial shitting or the NSt of 
the arch, causing recrOllding (relapse) of the incisors • 
In a recent study of Bergstrca and Jensen (22), study casts or 
patients with unilateral aplasia ot Jrd molars were analyzed. They 
concluded there is a definite MSial displacement of the lateral segment 
on the side ot the mandible where the Jrd molar is still present. Vego 
(2)) sbdlarly studied casts of patients with and without 3rd molars, ard 
his findings indicate a significantly greater degree of incisor crowding 
in the group with lover Jrd molars present. Steadman (24) and Ford (2.5) 
report similar timings, Gianelly (26) points out the follOV8rs of this 
doctrine have yet to explain the presence of low.r incisor crowding when 
the extraction space distal to the cuspids has opened up. 
Yet, Shanley (2?) in a study at Washington University toum the 
mamibular Jrd molars exert little influence on crowding of lover teeth. 
Similarly, Biggerstaff (28) emphatically states there is overwhelming 
evidence that the Jrd molars do not influence anterior crowding. 
-
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Broadbent (29) and Laskin (30) imicate the 3rd molar is not solely 
responsible tor lower anterior cl"U1'1bling, but it is a definite 
contributing ractor. 
The role of selective grinding in the cOllpletion or orthodontic 
cases has been reported (J, Jl-JJ) to enhance the stability or the 
tNatecl denture. Relieving premturitiea U centric relation (retruded), 
thereby producing a "long centric" or "slide in centric," and adjusting 
the teeth into atable l&ndlll&rks assuring the occlusal torces will be 
directed apically along the long axis of each tooth, baa been described 
by Glickman ('.34), Cohen (JS), and Ramford and Aah (36). McCauley (32) 
emphasised the prillaJ'y !unction or the cuspid, stating the function of 
the molara is secondary in:1N1lation to the cuspid, and it al.moat always 
requires same occlusal adjusting. He also states 95~ of failures in the 
lower cuspid to cuspid region are caused by interference of the maxillary 
and mandibular cuspid• in lateral excursion•. 
Muscle force baa repeatedly been an illportant factor in the relapse 
phenomena, and dental stability is dependent upon the mu•cle balance, as 
nuaerous articles have implied. Yet, Gianelly (J?) reports "muscle 
balance" ia difficult to accurately define •inoe the contribution or 
muacle tore•• to dental stability is at present unknown, and more studies 
aN needed concerning the 8UJl total of the conditions which create 
stability • 
The role of the gingival apparatus as related to the stability of 
-14-
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co!"1"9cted rotationa and extraction site closure has recently received 
inveatigation trOII Erickson ()8), Reitan (J9), Boese (40), Brain (41), 
Th011p11on (42) and Edvard• (4)). Reitan (39) mentions the importance 
ot retaining the tooth until the tibrous tissue ha• become rearranged 
and calcification ot new bony layers has taken place. He state• the 
principle fibers or the -periodontal liguent have the ability to 
cOllpletely rearrange in 8 to 9 weeks, whereas the SU'PJ"& alveolar fibers 
need a mch longer period of time. In tact, atter rotation of teeth 
in dogs, Reitan ('.39) observed that even after a retention period of 
2)2 days, the eupra alveolar fibers had not completely reorganised. 
-
He, therefore, links this slow r.adaptive capacity of this group of 
tibere as a causative agent in rotational relapse. 
Boese (40) in 1969, using a surgical procedure on monkies found a 
etatiatically sign:1.ticant reduction 1n rotational relapse due to the 
surgical removal of tnnaeptal fibers. Brain (41) studied a similar 
effect on doge and noted the degree of relapee was 24 times less than 
that of the control an1.u.ls. It•• Edward• (4)) vho applied these 
findings to humans when he tattooed a aerie• of dots 1n a vertical 
direction on the gingiva and then pioceeded to rotate these teeth. He 
noted the dots in the attached gingi"I& followed the rotational 
direction ot the tooth, Upon eurgical tnnaectic:m of the tree gingival 
tibera, the tattoo marks p!"&ctically all realigned within one to two 
days, and little or no rotational relapee or the tooth occu11ed. 
Teeth with no surgical intervention relapsed to varying degree•. 
-1.5-
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Gianelq (44) queation• how auch aupra alveolar tiben, consisting 
aainly ot inelaatic, non-contractile collagen tiber• can apply such a 
torce to an orthodontically rotated tooth. He teels one possible answer 
may ftlerge from recent in vitJ"O observations or Sherebrin and Optlaka 
(4S). By adjuating the ionic concentration or the surrounding medium, 
the length ot a reconatituted collagen fiber can be altered, posribly 
indicating the exiatence ot an interionic attraction and NJUlsion with 
dittering ionic atNngths. 'l'heNtoN, when the collagen tiber is 
atretched under orthodontic treataent, the intertibrillar ionic balance 
llliY becCllle diatorted, eetabliahing an ionic attraction. Thi• attraction 
could, theNfore, Nalign the fibril• upon remMal ot the distorting 
(orthodontic) force, and thus, the post tNatment change• could occur 
tra11 the fiber Ncoil as a result of intertibrillar ionic attraction. 
Gianelly (44) conclude• while presently there 1• no explanation of the 
•chant• by which dental sott tissues can apply torce, the relapse 
tendencie• ot auch teeth are contributive ot the supra alveolar fibers 
ot the periodontiua, and such aurgical transection a• described above 
uy help clinically to stabilise J"Otated teeth. 
Horovits and Hixon (46) uae the phrase "1nanticipated post treatment 
changes" when applied to unexplainable relapse. They divided relap8e 
into two distinct entities - one concerned with ph.yaiologic recovery, 
the aecond being the nol'llal dentitional change• which occur thl"Ollghout 
the period ot growth, and early adult lite. They feel the tera relapse 
may be aoN suitabq atated a• the reboand to a n01 el pattern ot the 
-16-
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indi'ridual which•• interrupted by appliance therapy (i.e., 
ph,yaiologic recovery) • 
Mandibular plane 
Although article• have been written conoeming the change• taking 
place with the mandibular plane angle during treatment and duriflg growth, 
tev al'tiol•• haw been oonc•rswd w1 th the aandiblllar plane during 
retention. Aside fNlll growth, aoat mandibular plane angle change• ooour 
tr• dil"ect or indiNet bite opening procedure• - i.e., rraa diatalization 
ot maxillary aolan and incNaaing the wdging e1'tect, and/or extrusion 
ot the aolan (47, 48). While Merrifield and Cross (49), and n1en (SO) 
denote a diNot poaiti,re Nlationahip bet1199n elevation~ aolal'S and 
inoNaeing the aandibular plane, Urban (.51), Bleuher ('2), and Sanluslcy 
(5)) -1nta1n that the above relationship•• highly val'iable. With 
bite opening procedure•, they observed SCllle mandibular plane angle• to 
incnaae vhile other• deonaaed. Meaauring the change• in the 
undibulal' plane angle during treat.ant with the Begg appliance, He1111an 
(54), Williau (SS) and Wienberg (56) d-onatrated moat changes •N 
inaignitioant, and in moat cue• the•• change• relapaed, or Nverted to 
the PNtNataent value• a Wylie (.57) noted the .... phenaena uaing the 
edgeviN appliance. Ringenberg and Batte (.58) ahowd that in single 
. 
aroh cel"Vioal traction atudie•, even though then va• extruaion ot the 
molars with the cervical traction headgear, then•• no aigni.ticant 
change in the cant ot the mandibular plane or the oacluaal plane. The 
autho1'8 concluded theN va• no corNlation betwen molar extrusion and 
-17-
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undibular rotation • 
Reidel (.59) also Mintaina that it the mandibular plane angle has 
increa•ed during orthodontic treatment, it may be expected to return to 
at least it• tol'lller pretreatment dimensions. However, he feels this 
.will not occur without autticient ccmpenaating grovth. 
In a recent study by Lull& (60), to~-three out or twty-seven 
patient• shond soae incnase in the cant ot the mandibular plane during 
treatment. Change• dul"ing the retention period WN not discuaaed • 
Nellll&Jl (.54) demonstrated thNe mandibular high angle cases where 
the plane increased during treatment and decreased the same amount. post 
tNataent. He concluded. that when vertical growth ia equal to condylar 
growth, the mandibular plane will Nlapse. Hawver, where total vertical 
growth (naaion, body ot maxilla, posterior alveolar processes) exceeded 
cordylar gl'Ollth, the mandibular plane may actually increase. 
Williaaa (S.5) describes the predictable growth changes ot the 
•ndibular plane. The natter the mandibular plane, the more the 
tendency to beccme even natter with growth. He feel• orthodontic 
tNataent only temporarily inhibits thi• flattening JJl"OOeaa, 11bich 
reasserts itaelt to cC1111penaate tor the treataent. Williama concludes 
that adult patient. (1. e., no gl'Olr-th PN•ent) are al.most totally 
N•i•tant to changes in the undibular plane angle during treatment • 
Lastly, Weinberg and lronu.n (.56) concluded that orthodontic 
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oorNction of a deep overbite did not intluence the mandibular plane in 
poat tNataent due to the m•ticatory 11111eclee maintaining the proportion 
ot fN8VaiY space • 
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CHAPl'ER II 
MATERIALS AND METHOOS 
For this study the records were obtained trom thirty-six patients 
treated at the orthodontic clinic at Boston University School of Graduate 
'Dentistry. Each patient was at least two years out ot active treatment, 
MaJ\f wre still waring soae type ot retaining appliance - either 
removable (i.e., modi.tied Hawley, circwnterential or wire and acrylic 
bmr appliances), or a fixed lowr cuspid to cuspid retainer, or both, 
Some patients had discontinued all ~chanical retention appliances, 
The median age or the aaple was 12 years, O months, ranging fran 
9 years S aonths to 14 years 1 month at the initiation ot treatment, 
No differentiation ot sex waa made, Of the thirty-six patients studied, 
nineteen wre extraction ca•••, the majority consisting of the removal 
of tour bicuspids, The remaining seventeen ca••• wre treated on a non 
extraction basis. The aajority of ca••• wre treated using the edgewise 
appliance, the remainder of the cases with the Begg appliance. No 
diatinction betwen the two was utilised since this paper dells with 
the incidence ot the oveNll relapse phenomena, regardless of which 
technique is employed, Similarly, no distinction was Mcie between the 
type of retaining appliance used because the extrinsic factors such as 
patient cooperation, lack of control groups, etc, would make such 
caaparison in this study invalid, 
Plaster study aodela, a ce:pbalogru, and a panorex wre taken of 
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each patient at the following intenal•• 
0 • original - obtained at the start ot treataent 
F • final - obtai.Md at the campletion of active treat•nt 
RJ. • 1"9tention one year atter c011pletion ot active treatment 
R2 • retention two yeaN atter cClllpletion of active treatment 
The tour aets of study model• tar each patient were then analysed 
and the f ollow1:ng •••ure•nts recorded for each 1 
a, Molar relation in millimeteN - right and left - 1. e., a 
' 
' 
perfect Cl••• I molar relation vae designated as Om., whereas a 
full Cla•• II relationship might be 6 m. tram the "ideal." 
b. Cuspld relation in millimeters - !"ight and left - similarly 
an ideal cuspid relationship 1• O lllll., and the end-on or Class II 
relationship being a certain number of mil J illeter• off. 
c. OYerjet in millimeter• 
d. Overbite in millimeters 
e, Crowding in millimeters and the arch where located (i.e., 
upper or lowr) 
.., 
f. Spacing in millimeters and the arch where located 
g. Rotations - measured ae the number per arch 
h. Intercuspid width in millimeters 
1. Intel'llolar width in 111111-ters 
j. CuJ"9'e of Spee in aillimetere 
k. Croesbi tes - total nuaber 
1. Degree of intercua:pation - to include this in the statistical 
-21-
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analy•i•, the following ftUllerioal values were assigned, 4 = excellent 
1nterdigitation1) • goods 2 • tau, and 1 • poor. 
11. Opening of extraction spaces - designated ae occuffing 
either in the uxillal'Y or in the mardibular arch, or in both, ard the 
number per arch - example O, l,etc. 
2 r 
For each of the above topics, the following values were then 
recorded, 
6 (delta)= the dif'f'erence between the original (0) and final 
(end or active treataent) value• 
• the difference between the campletion or active 
treatment (F) and the end or the 2 year retention 
= the overall change between the pretreatment values 
(0) and the values at the end of 2 years after 
active treatment (R ) • 
'The cephalometric landmarks wre traced am defined as rollows1 
(See Diagram 1) 
S = Sella turcica - the midpoint of' sella turcica, determined 
by inspection 
N = Naaiona the intersection of' the naeorrontal and nasal 
suture• in the midaagital plane · 
Point A= the deepest nddline point on the premaxilla below 
the anterior nasal spine 
Point B • the moat posterior point in the concavity on the 
-22-
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labial surface of the aymphaaia 
Go= Gonion - the moat inferior, posterior point on the jaw 
angle 
Gn = Gnathion - the midpoint of the lowr anterior curvature of 
· the chin, midway between pogonion and mentn 
The outline ot the aaxillary central inciaor, the tirat permanent 
maxillary molar, and . the corresponding teeth in the mandibular arch 
wre also traced. 
The following angular measurements wre recorded. Each was 
measured directly ott the cephalogram, measured to the 0.5 degree, 
using a Baum Cephalmetric Protractor (Uni tek) 1 
SNA 
SNB 
ANB 
Maxillary incisor to NA (degrees) 
Mandibular incisor to NB (degrees) 
Maxillary to Mandibular incisor (degrees) 
Occlusal plane to SN 
Mandibular plane to SN - the cant or the mandibular plane vaa 
recorded a• the GoGn to SN angle 
Similarly, for each or the above headings, values were recorded 
for A , A FR2 , and A OR2, 
The panographic radiographs were used to document the presence 
-23-
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or absence or Jrd molars. 
The observations were tested statistically at the Biostatics 
Department, Boston University Medical Center, using an IBM J60 com'Plter. 
The median, mode, and range were calculated for each value. Pearsons 
Product Mament Correlation (r) was calculated for each variable. This 
test detel'llined the clinical significance of the obtained results 
(see Table 4). 
Histographs were plotted to demonstrate the range of the 
observations tor each group (see Graph 1 and 2) • 
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CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS 
The tolloving observations, confined to the mandibular and occlusal 
. plane, wre made. 
During treatment (,6.) there vas no overall change in the mandibular 
plane angle (meaauNd GoGn to SN) ot the _thirty-six patient sample, 
although individual variation vas pronounced. (see Table 1). Twelve 
patients showed a decrease 1n the mandibular plane angle during treatment 
ranging trClll -1 ° to -). 5 °, while ten patients showd an increase ranging 
0 0 
trom 1 to 2.5, the remaining fourteen patients showed no chan~e at 
all during treatment. 
During the retention period (R2), the overall change from the 
completion ot active treatment to two years into retention (.6FR2) 
0 
wa• 11ero, with a similar marked individual variation (ranges -4.S to 
60). 0 0 Thirteen showd a decrease of -1 to -4.S during retent.ion, 
0 0 fifteen showed an increase ranging trcm O.S to 6, while the remaining 
eight patients exhibited no change at all during this period. 
Similarly, the overall change occul"l"ing during both orthodontic 
treatment and the retention period (60R2) va• 11ero, with a range ot 
0 O 
-8 to 5. Thirteen patients sh~ a net overall decrease in the 
0 0 
mandibular plane angle (range -1 to -8 ), fourteen showed an increase 
0 0 
of l to 5, and the remaining nine patients demonstrated no change 
at all. 
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Further bNakdovn of this data reveals that ot the ten patients 
who exhibited an incNaae in the mandibular plane angle during tNatment 
(.6), seven showd a decrease during retention Nverting back toward 
the pretNatment values. The 1'911&inin'1; three contimied to show an 
0 
. incNaae in this angle during the R2 or retention phase (range O. 5 to 
0 
4 ). 
or the twlve patients demonstrating a decNase in the maldibular 
plane angle as a result ot tNataent, tour showed an increase during the 
O 0 
retention period (range 1 to 6 ), tour showed a further decrease (range 
0 0 
-1 to -4.5 ), and tour ahowd no additional change at all during 
retention. 
or the fourteen patients who exhibited no change in the cant of 
the mandibular plane during treatment, three did not change further, 
0 0 
while eight ahowd an increase of 1 to 4, and the remaining three 
0 0 
exhibited a decrease of -1 to-). 
Two-thirds or the twelve patients showing a decrease during 
treatment oontifflled to show a decrease of the same or larger magnitude 
at the end of the second year in retention. In contrast, only~ ot 
the ten patients exhibiting an increased mardibular plane angle during 
treatment continued to ahow an increase during the.retention period. 
It ia interesting to note that ot the nineteen extraction cases, 
six showd a decrease in the cant during treatment, while five 
demonatrated an increase, and eight showed no change. Of the seventeen 
-26-
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non extraction caaea, six ahowd a decrease during treatment, five 
ahowd an increase, am six shoved no change at all • 
0 
If one uses Steiner•• 32 a• the ideal GoGn to SN Maaurement, and 
0 designates those values above 40 as high or steep angle cases, and 
0 
those below 2S as low or flat angle cases, then the following 
obae!"V'ation• may be made, 
Nine of the thirty-six patients had steep mandibular plane angles 
0 0 
ranging frClll 40 to 46, while only one case cculd be considered as a 
0 low angle case (GoGn to SN= 2) ). The N111&inder of the cases V8re 
vi thin the "nw a•l '' range • 
Of the nine steep angle cases, only three ahOlled an increase in the 
0 0 
cant during treatment, while two showed a decrease (-1 & -3.S) (see 
Table 2). Faur showd no change during treat111ent. During retention, 
0 
only one did not change while five patients showed an increase of 1 to 
O 0 ) in the mandibular angle, and three ahowd a decreaae (range -1 to 
0 
-4. 5 >. 
Observations involving the occluaal plane (measured occlusal plane 
to SN) wre aa follovaa 
0 
There va• an overall decrease of 1 in the oocluaal plane with a 
0 0 
considerable imividual variation ranging from -8 to?. No overall 
change was noted in the retention period (see Graph 2 and Table 3). 
· On an individual bases, ten of the thirty-six patients (28~) 
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0 O demonatnted an increase during treatment (0.5 to ?.O) in the 
occlusal plane. The individual change• occurring during retention wre 
0 0 
varied. Fifteen patients showd an increase ranging tr0111 to 5. 
0 O 1"11'teen patients had a decrease or -O.S to -5, and six patients 
ehowd no change at all. 
Similarly, the individual change occurring during the orthodontic 
treatment and retention combined ( 60R2) was varied. Ten patients 
0 0 
experienced an increase ranging fl'Olll 1 to S, nineteen individuals had 
0 O 
a decrease ot -1 to -S, and the Nll&inder showd no change at all • 
Of the ten persons exhibiting an increase in the occlusal plane 
angle during treat.ant, eight or 80~ shond a decrease or tendency to 
return toward the original pretreatment values. Similarly, ot the 
twnty patients exhibiting a decrease during treatment, twlve of~ 
eh01Md a relapse tendency tow.J'd the pretreatment values. 
Correlation coefficients were then calculated for the following 
variables (see Table 4)1 
Extraction vs. GoGn to SN 
GoG~N vs. overbite 
OcclSN vs. overbite 
GoGnSN va, crollding (ll&Xilla) 
GoGnSN va, ol'Ollding (u.ndibular) 
They wre found to be too wak to be clinically significant, ranging 
t!'Cll r = 0.01 to 0,)S. 
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CHAP1'ER IV 
Diecueeion 
Stability or lack or stability ha• alway• concerned the 
orthodontist. Hie eucce•• depend• upon the degree or post tNatment 
stability or changes. These changes 11ay be favorable - i.e., the 
positioning or the buocal segments into a moN ideal relationship or 
the cOllplete closuN or all extraction site•. Poet tNat.alent changes 
ma,y also be unfavorable - i.e., the shifting or buccal segment• to an 
end-on Nlationahip, the opening up or extraction sites, or the 
Nappearance of crollding. Suoh changes aN then Nfer1ed to as relapse. 
Although relapse of varying degree• is kncnm to all who Pl'actice 
orthodontic•, the incidence or certain relapse phenCllena 1• not known • 
Paet literature has only dealt sparingly with the problem or retention 
and change• following treatment. For this reason, the JJNSent study 
va• deeigMd to quantitatively measure the changes occurring in the 
ll&ndibular plane and the occlusal plane two year• after the completion 
or the active tooth moving phase. Such changes refiect the incidence 
or relapee ot the thirty-six patient sample • 
Aside f!"Clll gl"Olrth, many facets ot orthodontic intel"Vention may 
influence the cant of' the mandibular plane. Molar extrusion via 
intel'll&Xillary elastic• may contribute to an increased angle • 
DietaJ1sat1on ot the ,,x111ary molare via an extraoral appliance with 
oerrical traction also~ lead to an increase in the mandibular angle 
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by increasing the "wdging" effect, thereby causing clockwise rotation 
of the mandible. 8ul"1"9ntly, as : in the past, such P19ocedures are utilised 
to correct Clas• II mal-relationshipe and/or to aid in the opening of 
the deep bite. Seemingly little regard vas made tor the stability of the 
mandibular plane angle a• a reault of such procedures, and the relapse 
of the deep bite did provide anxious mcaenta far the orthodontist • 
Enc.-chment upon the free~ 11.,-ce via such bite opening ha• been 
voiced as the causative factar or relapse of the bite opening and 
mandibular plane angle. The neuromuscular patterns of the individual may 
not be able to tolerate the change in free-way space, and it seem• 
feasible that the masticatory musculature may provide enough farce to 
depress the recently extruded molars toward their pretreatment level -
thus reestablishing a free-way space of tolerable dimensions. This 
analysis is in agreement with the conclusions of Weinberg and Xronman 
(S6) • 
What i• the incidence of relapse of the mandibular plane angle as 
demonstrated by this study? In contrast to the findings of Lulla {60) 
vbo reported 9~ of his forty-seven patients exhibited an increase in 
the GoGn to SN angle during treatment {l O to 10 °), this author round 
only 2ei of the thirty-six patient saapl.e experienced a mandibular plane 
angle increase. ot these ten patients, seven exhibited some degree of 
relapse during retention - 1. e. , · the cant now reverted back toward its 
former pretreatment value. These findings substantiate the work of 
Newun (54), Weinberg and Xrornu.n (S6) and Wylie (S?). It must be noted 
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that put ot the discrepancy between the results or this study am that 
or Lulla 11•• in the treatment techniques utilized. Lulla studied many 
patients treated only during the first stage of the Begg technique, 
which is the main bite opening phase ot the Begg treatment. The rest 
or Lulla's observed patients WN treated with the ACCO appliance, which 
apparently opens the bite via molar distalization in conjunction with 
the bite plate. • The }Satients from the present study were selected at 
ram0111, using varying techniques. 
It is also interesting to compare the timings of this study with 
those or DeXock, Knott, am Meredith (62) who observed the changes in 
the mandibul•r plane angle or a fifty-five patient sample between the 
age• of five am fourteen years. These patients had acceptable 
orthcdontic occlusions am did not receive orthcdontic therapy. 95i or 
-
these patients exhibited a decrease in the angle of the mandibular 
0 0 0 plane, ranging from -0.2 to -9.3, the average decrease being -3. In 
contrast, this author noted only twelve (31,() or the thirty-six patients 
experienced a decrease in the angle during treatment. Of the ten 
0 0 patients experiencing an increase during tNatment (0.5 to 2.5 ), most 
showed a decrease toward pretreatment values during the retention 
pericd. The net result was not a decNase as noted by DeKock. Only 
thirteen out of thirty-six patients showed an overall decrease ( 6. 0R2) 
0 0 
ranging from -1 to -8 • 
Ir there exists an inherent, natural flattening ot the mamibul&r 
plane (betwen the ages of .5 am 14), is the orthcdontic treatment 
-31-
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which tel'ds to increase this angle physiologic? What are the physiologic 
limits or adaptation beyol'd which the mal'dibular plane angle will become 
unstable? Should orthodontic theraRY be directed toward augmenting the 
natural flattening process of the mal'Xiibular plane (as in the treatment 
goals or the Tweed technique) rather than opposing it (i.e., as during 
Stage I of the Begg technique)? 
It appears from this author's data that, if possible, the mal'dibular 
plane angle should not be increased during treatment. In the majority 
or cases where this has happened, some degree of relapse has occurred 
in retention. In contrast, in the majority of the cases which 
experienced a decrease during treatment, the degree of relapse was much 
less. Further study is needed to differentiate between growth and the 
influence of orthodontic therapy in di£ferentiating the cause of such 
relapse tendencies. 
The extraction or teeth, as an adjunct in reducing vertical face 
height via decreasing the mandibular plane angle, may be questioned 
from the findings of this study. Only JOi of the nineteen extraction 
cases demonstrated a decrease in the GoGnSN angle during treatment. The 
remaining 1oi either showed an increase or remained unchanged. Of the 
0 
nine "vertically sensitive" cases having a GoGnSN angle of over 40, 
seven were treated via extraction procedures. In only two cases were 
the angles reduced during or after treatment. However, one can only 
speculate that perhaps without extractions, the mandibular plane angle 
might have increased more and exacerbated the vertical sensitivity. 
too maey variables are present (anchorage, type of headgear traction, 
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amount of cro'Nding, patient cooperation, am growth), am the high 
angle sample was too 11111&11 to reach any de1'1nite conclusions. 
During the retention period, possible trends could be observed in 
occlusal plane changes. ot the patients having the occlusal plane 
increased during treatment, 80~ showed a tendency to Nlapse toward 
pretNatment values. Over half of' the cases relapsed whose ooclusal 
plane was ol'iginally decreased. Thus, it appean a high pel'Centage of 
Nlapse of vaJ'Ying degNes is to be expected when the ooclusal plane is 
altel'ed during treatment. 
The coefficients of oorNlation, as determined for all val'iables 
obsel"led, WN not statistically significant with the following 
exception. TheN was a weak positive ool'l'elation between the cant of 
the mandibular plane, and the amount of maxillary crowding during the 
Ntention period (see #ll, Table 4). The col'l'elation coefficient was 
0.3S and was significant to the O.OS level. This correlation is too 
veak to be of clinical significance, and the Nason for this relationship 
is not known. Other variables, such as extraction, overbite, and 
umibular cl'Ollding, sen to have no Nlationship with the changes 
oocul'l'ing with the mamibula:r plane angle • 
One can only speculate the causative factol'S of' an incNased 
mandibular plane. Molar extrusion via intermaxillary elastics, cervical 
traction with a 1'acebow attached to the maxillary molars, distilization 
or the maxillary or mandibular molars, ineuf1'1cient rual growth or the 
-33-
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mamible, an abnol'lt&lly high positioned glenoid fossa (Droel am 
Isacson (61)), increased veJ"tical alveolaJ" growth, uy all contribute 
to changes in the angle, 
Do the timings reported in this paper suggest that we, as 
clinicians, should not be concerned with the changes in the angles of 
the mamibular and occlusal plane bJ"OUght about by orthodontic treatment, 
especially since a great majority ot these altered angles show some 
degree of relapae? Is the concern over vertical sensitivity a valid 
one? With relapse of the increased u.ndibular plane angle, how does 
one expect a deep bite opened via molar extrusion to remain stable? 
Clearly, further stud,y is needed on the subject of post treatment 
relapse, Perhaps, too, turther studies will be best accomplished. not 
in the orthodontic clinic but in the }!lll"ivate office where the variables 
are kept to a nd.nimum, 
-~-
CHAPl'ER V 
• SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
1. The Ncords or thirty-six patients treated at a post-graduate 
orthodontic clinic wre analyzed for changes in the mandibular plane 
angle during treatment and two yean poat treatment. 
2. Ten patients showed an increase in the mandibular plane angle 
0 0 during treatment, ranging trom 1 to 2.S. Ot these ten, seven (1oi) 
showed SCllle degree ot relapae, reverting toward the JJNtreataent values. 
J. Twelve patients (J~) showed a decrease in the mandibular plane 
0 0 
angle during treatment, ranging from -1 to -J.S. The post treatment 
changes wre varied, and no trende could be obseJ"Ved. 
4. Ten of the thirty-six patients demonstrated an increase in the 
occlusal plane angle during treatment. Eight (80~) shoved a tendency 
to decrease or return toval"d the original, JJNtreatment values. 
5. Ot the twenty patients exhibiting a decrease in treatment of the 
occlusal plane angle, twelve (60~) showed a relapse tendency toward 
pretreatment values. 
6. A statistical analysis of the data of this sample indicated there 
was no clinically significant correlation betwen the mandibular plane 
angle and the variable or extractions, upper and lower crowding, and 
overbite. 
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?. Based on the findings o.f' this study, it seems advisable not to 
inoNaae the cant ot the mandibular plane during orthodontic tNatment 
since the Nlapse tendency is high • 
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Figure 1 - Example tracing of a cephalogram 
illustrating the anatomical land 
marks used, and the lines constructed 
to obtain the angles. 
Abbreviations used 1 
1. s Sella tureica 
2. N Nasion 
3. A Point A 
4. B Point B 
5. G Gonion 
6. Gn Gnathion 
7. GoGnSN Mandibular plane angle 
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TABLE ONE 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION GoGn to SN 
0 
{? 
No. SN-GoGn Angle A AF82 AO~ 
1 37 -2 0 
-2 
2 35 1 1 2 
J 31 1 
-1 0 
4 J4. 0 
-2 -2 
5 45 0 0 0 
6 36 
-2 0 
-2 
7 37 0 
-1 -1 
8 40 0 1 1 
9 J4. -2 +6 -+4 
10 46 0 1 1 
11 37 0 0 0 
12 37 -2 0 
-2 
13 JO 2 -4 
-2 
14 41 1 
-1 0 
15 37 2 
-1 1 
16 38 0 0 0 
17 29 1 
-1 0 
18 JO 
-3 -2 
-5 
19 36 0 
-3 
-3 
20 41 
-1 1 0 
21 31 
-1 -1 
-2 
-45-
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2. 
TABLE ONE 
No. SN-GoGn Angle l),,FR2 !),, OR2 
22 2J 2.5 O. 5 J 
2J J6 
-2 2 0 
24 40 
-J.5 -4. 5 -8 
25 J5 0 1 1 
26 42 0 2 2 
2? J? -2 2 0 
28 2?.5 -1. 5 
-J -4. 5 
29 40 2. 5 -2.5 -5 
JO J6 0 1 1 
r Jl J7 0 J J 
r J2 27 0 J J 
JJ 38 1 0 1 
J4 35 -1 0 -1 
35 J2 0 4 4 
J6 40 1 4 5 
Median O O 0 
O C O C O o Range -J.5 to 2.5 -4.5 to 6 -8 to 5 
-46-
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TABLE TWO 
SAMPLE DF.SCRIPTION GoGn to SN Cases above 40 0 
GoGn to SN l:I.FR2 l:I. ORi 
E 45 0 0 0 
E 40 0 1 1 
E 46 0 1 1 
• 
E 41 1 -1 0 
E 41 
-1 1 0 
NE 40 
-3.5 -4.5 -8 
E 42 
' 
0 2 2 
E 40 2.5 -2.5 
-5 
NE 40 1 4 5 
(E = extraction, NE= non extraction) 
-4?-
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TABLE THREE 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION OCCLUSAL TO SN ANGIE 
No. Occl-SN Angle ~ AF~ AOR2 
1 19 2 -4 
-2 
2 20 
-'.3 2 
-1 
'.3 22 8 J 
-5 
4 17 
' .5 - • 5 0 
.5 21 
-'.3 • .5 1 . .5 -2 
6 12 
'.3 0 J 
7 22 
-2 J l 
8 21 
-2 2 0 
9 19 
-2 
-J 
-5 
10 24 
.5 -2 J 
11 21 
-'.3 2 -1 
12 21 0 0 0 
lJ 10 0 
-2 
-2 
14 18 4 0 4 
15 18 0 0 0 
16 19 7 -2 5 
17 17 2 
-5 
-J 
18 20 
'.3 -1 2 
19 23 '.3 -1 2 
20 22 
-'.3 2 
-1 
-48-
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2. 
TABIE THREE 
No. Occl-SN Angle A AF~ AO~ 
• 
21 1? -1 2 1 
22 1) -2 -2 
23 2) 0 0 0 
24 20 -1 -2 -) 
' 
2S 19 -2 0 -2 
26 2? 0 2 2 
2? 21 -1 2 1 
28 14 0 -1 -1 
29 21 1 -) -2 
30 24 -) +2 -1 
)1 22 -5 5 0 
)2 16 -2 2 0 
33 l? -2 -1 -) 
~ 16 -) -2 -5 
35 12 -3 2 -1 
J6 23 -5 ) -2 
-49-
TABLE FOUR 
COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION 
Total Sample 36 Cases 
Variables r 
-
1 GoGnSN 
-
extractions ( 6) -0.02 
2 GoGnSN - extractions (6FR2) o.04 
.. 3 GoGnSN - extractions (60R2) -0,03 
-
- 4 GoGn.SN 
-
overbite ( 6 ) -0,13 
5 GoGnSN - overbite ( 6 F82) -0.22 
6 GoGnSN - overbite ( D. OR2) 0,01 
? OcclSN - overbite (6) -o. 31 
8 OcclSN 
-
overbite (6FRi) -0.28 
9 OcclSN - overbite ( 60R2) -o.13 
10 GoGnSN - maxillary crowding (6) 0.10 
11 GoGn.SN - maxillary crowding (6~) 0.35 p .05 
12 GoGnSN 
-
maxillary crowding (60Ri) 0.05 
13 GoGnSN 
-
mandibular crowding (6) -0.06 
14 GoGn.SN 
-
mandibular crowding (6FRi) -0.01 
15 GoGnSN - mandibular crowding ( 6 0R2) -0.13 
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Graph Ia 
Graph lb 
A histograph illustrating the individual range in 
degrees observed in the GoGn to SN angle during 
treatment, The number of patients is represented 
on the X axis, the de~ree of change on the Y axis, 
A histograph illustrating the individual change in 
degrees observed in the retention phase ( FRi), 
The number of patients is represented by the 
X axis, the degree of change by the Y axis, 
-52-
1a. 
# of 
Patients 
1 b. 
# of 
Patients 
16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
.. 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
Range O l:::,. 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 
Range 6. FR2 
-SJ-
Graph le 
L . . 
A histograph demonstrating the overall changes 
in the mamibular plane angle from the start 
of orthodontic treatment until 2 years post 
treatment. The number of patients is 
represented by the X axis, am the degree 
of change by the Y axis. 
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1 C • 
9 
8 
# of 
Patients 7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
.., 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 
Range ~ OR2 
.. 
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Graph 2a 
Graph 2b 
A histograph representing the range of occlusal 
plane to SN change during active orthodontic 
therapy. The number or patients observed 
is denoted on the X axis while the range in 
degrees is on the Y axis. 
' . ' 
A histograph illustrating the degree or occlusal 
plane change seen 2 years after completion or 
active tooth movement (i.e., retention phase 
FRi)• Patients observed are represented on the 
X axis, the change in degrees by the Y axis. 
. -.56-· 
Graph 2a. 
9 
8 
# of 7 
Patients· 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
G'raph, 2b. 
9· 
8 
# 0£ 7· 
Patients 6 
5-
4 
3 
2 
1 
.. 
-8 -7 -6 -~ -4 -3 -2 -1 
Range O ~ 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 
. 0 
Range ~F~ 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2 3 4 5 
Graph 2c 
C ' , 
A histograph describing the overall change 
'1 \ in the occlusal plane from the start of 
orthodontic treatment until 2 yea1'8 into 
retention. Similarly, the number of patients 
is represented by the X axis, the degree of 
change on the Y axis. 
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Graph 2c. 
7 
# of 6 
Patients 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Range O 6 OR'2 
-.59-
